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Chair’s Comment
Getting Britain Cycling?
For 18 months, The Times newspaper has
been running a first-rate campaign on
getting more people cycling, called
‘Cities Safe For Cycling’, following a
serious collision that left one of its
journalists in a coma.

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add your
voice to those of our 1,100 members by joining the
Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household
For this, you get six newsletters a year, discounts at a
large number of bike shops, and you will be supporting
our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling
club, but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling for
public benefit and representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first Tuesday of
each month, 7.30pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm at the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2012-2013

The campaign has coincided with a
reawakening of cycle campaign groups
around the country in being less tolerant
of half-hearted infrastructure that
doesn’t genuinely help get more people
cycling, learning from best practice on
the continent, and being bolder in
criticising the small size of the sums of
money that are handed down from
government. This activity is something
in which I as Chair have been
encouraging our own organisation to
take a strong part.
The aim of this combined activity has
been to press the Department for
Transport (DfT) to allocate greater
resources and to create much stronger
guidance (nay, rules) so that the many
willing Local Authorities who want to
improve cycling have the funding and
freedom (or duty) to achieve this.

Chair (and Charity Chair) – Martin Lucas-Smith
Co-ordinator – Vacant
Treasurer (and Charity Treasurer) – Chris Dorling
Membership Secretary (and Charity Secretary) –
David Earl
Newsletter Editor – Monica Frisch
Planning Officer – Shirley Fieldhouse

MPs across the political spectrum have
taken up the gauntlet, through the AllParty Parliamentary Cycling Group
(APPCG), consisting of MPs interested in
cycling. They have run an Inquiry, at
which I gave evidence on behalf of the
Campaign, leading to an excellent report
that we strongly welcomed.

Events Officer – Simon Nuttall
Press Officer – Robin Heydon
Web Officer – Neil Spenley
Campaigners – Jim Chisholm, Peter Godber, John Hall,
Chris Howell, Al Storer, Hester Wells
and James Woodburn

The Times then launched a petition to
encourage the DfT to accept the
recommendations and to force a debate,
currently with over 71,000 signatures.
Our MP, Julian Huppert (who is Co-Chair
of the APPCG), managed to secure such a
debate in September, and he deserves
the collective thanks of cyclists and
transport users around the country.

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Llandaff Chambers, 2 Regent Street
Cambridge CB2 1AX
(01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign
This newsletter is printed on recycled paper by
CSF Print.

Their campaign is primarily about
creating the conditions by which anyone
could start cycling. For a major
newspaper, read by ‘serious people’, to
run a long series of articles on cycle
safety and infrastructure can only
heighten consciousness of this issue
amongst decision-makers.

JH

Some 100 MPs attended the debate.
Outside, 5,000 cyclists surrounded
(almost literally) the Houses of

Parliament with a large ride organised
by our friends in London Cycling
Campaign to help build public pressure.
A group of us from the Campaign took
the train to join this excellent event.
Observing the debate from above the
Chamber, seeing MP after MP speaking
in support of cycling and telling of their
own experiences, I found it heartening
to see the extent of cross-party support
for the principle of improving conditions
for cycling. Conservatives, Labour,
Liberal Democrats, and Green spoke to
give their support, and in many cases
urged the government to take a much
stronger lead in this area.
It was disappointing therefore that the
DfT’s formal response to the APPCG
report one week earlier, could only be
described as ‘lukewarm’. It basically
reeled off a list of the current scraps of
existing (short-term) funding, pushing
responsibility onto Local Authorities
under the guise of localism, rather than
showing any leadership from the centre.
The case of the Catholic Church junction
in Cambridge (see page 4) shows why
central scrutiny is so important.
(Indeed, the contrast with the electric
cars strategy launched a few weeks later
could not be greater: long-term funding
strategy and central government
leadership.)
The response on Twitter was fairly
unanimous. One poster said ‘This
response will confirm cyclists' view that
the DfT and govt just don't get cycling,
or care about it. No leadership or vision’.
Another likened it to the kind of report
you get when you scrappily draft
something for a meeting the night
before.
The Minister in charge, Norman Baker,
has clearly tried hard to get what he can
from his bosses at the DfT and the
Treasury. By contrast, it seems increasingly clear that it is the very top of the
DfT and the Prime Minister who are the
people with the purse-strings and the
absence of political will to improve
cycling to a much greater extent.
All this ‘CycleSafe’ activity of the last
few months has helped build
campaigners’ resolve to see the
government to go much further than it
has so far. We will continue to play our
own part in this.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
This year's Annual General Meeting will be held on Tuesday
29 October 2013, 7.30pm for 8pm (ending by 10pm), at the
Friends' Meeting House on Jesus Lane. All are very welcome.
Note: this is a week before the usual date (of the first Tuesday
of November) to avoid clashing with Bonfire Night! There is no
meeting on 5 November.
The evening will begin with a talk by a guest speaker,
followed by an opportunity for questions.

Our speaker this year
We are delighted to announce that Carlton Reid has indicated
he should be able to speak at our AGM, on his new book,
Roads Were Not Built For Cars.
www.roadswerenotbuiltforcars.com/.

It is an excellent opportunity to become more involved in the
Campaign, promote cycling, learn about local government, and
make a real difference to the local quality of life for all.
Every year all the committee posts, as listed below, are up for
election - please consider standing! All members of the
Campaign are allowed to vote.
If you want to stand for any of the positions, our rules require
that you have a proposer who will sign a note of support
before the start of the AGM. We are particularly keen to get
candidates for the New Media, Education and Under 25 posts.
Please join us for this important work.
The posts are as follows:
●
Chair (= Charity Chair)
●

Co-ordinator (= Charity Secretary)

●

Treasurer (= Charity Treasurer)

The business of the AGM will then follow, including elections
to the Committee.

●

Membership Secretary

●

Liaison Officer

Any motions for the AGM must reach the Chairman via our
usual contact details by Tuesday, 8 October 2013. We will
contact members to give more information on the AGM shortly
afterwards.

●

Planning Co-ordinator

●

Newsletter Editor

●

Events Officer

●

Recruitment Officer

Minutes of the last AGM will be sent to our members' e-mail
list a week in advance. Please let us know if you require a
paper copy.

●

Web and New Media Officer

●

Press Officer

●

Education Officer

Elections

●

Under 25

●

Up to two General Campaigner posts; any posts above
unfilled will become general campaigner posts.

Formal AGM business

The AGM is the time at which a new committee - the Board of
Trustees of the Charity - is elected. The committee represents
the ‘front line’ of the Campaign. On your behalf, committee
members assist with consultation responses, attend meetings,
and administer aspects of the Campaign, all depending on the
time they can spare.

The General Campaigner posts are flexible to accommodate
your special interest or expertise. You can find out more about
the roles of the committee members at
www.camcycle.org.uk/about/charity/boardoftrustees/
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Cyclesafe ride on the day of the parliamentary cycling debate
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Catholic Church junction: advanced greens
Advanced green light for cyclists
welcomed but junction remains hostile
As anyone driving or cycling through the Catholic Church
junction of Hills Road and Lensfield Road will know, this
junction has been the subject of works to replace the layout.
We've been critical of the changes, and now that they are
starting to be finalised, it is clear the problem of lack of space
for cycling remains.
We have long wanted to see this junction ‘fixed’ for cycling.
Along with all the other junctions on the inner ring road, there
have been many casualties here. The issue here is quite simply
the lack of space for cycling, something that the current
changes have not addressed, as per our earlier criticism and
campaigning. Every arm of the junction has three lanes of
traffic – two lanes queuing and one exit lane.

furniture everywhere, and generally dominance by motor
vehicles to the sidelining of everyone else.

What has been improved here then?
We have the first advanced green light (on one approach only)
in the UK approved by the Department for Transport (DfT).
Coming from Hills Road while motor traffic is held at red,
cyclists waiting in the new advanced stop box (ASB) get a filter
green light for a few seconds before the main light turns
green. The result is that cyclists who have reached the front of
the queue at this point can move off before other traffic. This
should avoid the problem of the left-hook by cars turning left
across cyclists off the lights. This is the arm of the junction
that has most cyclists.

It is a signal replacement scheme, but it should have been a
cycle safety scheme. The County Council insisted on the
primacy of motor traffic flow and this severely constrained the
signals team in their attempts to improve the junction for
walking and cycling but with no detriment to motor traffic
flow. They have worked hard within this limited brief to get as
much cycling infrastructure in as possible.
The signals here were about 30 years old, and replacement
parts had become unavailable. The layout was also very much
a product of the 1980s, with multiple-stage crossings, traffic

The advance green light will only help cyclists who are already
at the front. In the first few minutes of observation, we saw a
car turn across a cyclist who had not indicated an intent to go
left. The junction design has not tackled this fundamental
problem, and our suggestion to paint a wide cycle lane over
the junction, which might have mitigated this problem, was
not taken up.
Even on the first afternoon, the advance green light does seem
to be working quite effectively, for cyclists waiting at the
advanced stop line (ASL). Cyclists are a little slow to move off
so far (but this will change once people are used to it – this is
after all the first such site in the UK). Car drivers do seem to be
waiting for their light to change also. The DfT doesn't seem to
have permitted additional smaller lights at eye height that are
common on mainland Europe. It seems clear to us they would
be helpful here. The advance green phase does not trigger if
no cycles are in the ASB.
There is an approach lane to the ASL with the advanced green
light. At present, there is a bit of blocking of this by cars and
buses, but this will almost certainly reduce once the lane
markings are put in. (They are not currently, so it is too early to
judge on motorist behaviour in this regard.)
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What other cycle infrastructure has been
added?
There are four advance stop boxes, but only one – the one
with the light – can be reached safely via an approach lane.
Without wide approach lanes the ASBs are basically useless,
and at worst entice riders to make dangerous approach by
squeezing between queuing vehicles.
Pedestrians are certainly seeing a more direct crossing, and
that is very welcome.
But that's all. An advance green light with an ASB, and three
ASBs that can't be reached, does not make a cycle scheme.
The silver lining is that the changes unlock the potential
(merely the potential – politicians seem uninterested in
prioritising cycle safety here at present) for future changes.
The removal of all the old street furniture means replacing
traffic lanes with (un-segregated) cycle space is now much
easier. The cost of the scheme has surely been increased by
the fact there is an old public toilet beneath the junction. So
the scheme has unlocked this future potential – so it is money
that would have to have been spent if any changes are to
happen. That is why we felt it was better than nothing.
The junction here cost an incredible £900,000 to change. Half
of this, £450,000, has come from a specific cycle safety fund,
to which Local Authorities had merely nine months to bid,
accept funding, design and implement schemes – a
ridiculously short time-scale which guarantees that any
serious cycle safety scheme cannot be achieved. It seems that
the quality of bids was extremely low, meaning that even
schemes like this which objectively fail to improve cycle safety
in any significant sense got funded.
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We will continue to press for the principle of road space
allocation here. County Councillors said ‘we can't go all the
way this time’. We accept that some of the suggestions we
made would have needed to be phased over time. But it is
clear there is not the political will for road space reallocation
yet, despite the clear need for this because of massive housing
growth in Cambridge which can only be catered for by much
higher cycling levels. Our suggestion that a study on the ring
road south junctions be included in the funding bid, was not
taken forward – something that would have released the
logjam of ‘but changes here would have knock-on effects, so
we can't do anything now’.
Councillors need to realise that bicycles are also traffic, and
until they allocate space to cycling, congestion will not be
reduced.

Will this junction encourage new people
to cycle?
Will this junction encourage new people to cycle? Absolutely
not. Will it deal with traffic congestion in the area? No, the
county basically has a policy void on that.
We think the use of almost half a million pounds of cycling
safety money, to fund a signalling scheme dressed up as a
cycle safety scheme, is a scandalous misuse of public funds for
cycling. Arguably public funds have been spent in the interests
of the public. Just not the cycling public for whom they were
intended.
This is a good example of why Cycling England was so
important – it provided strong scrutiny over effective use of
public funds, helping Local Authorities to deliver cost-effective
cycling infrastructure.
Martin Lucas-Smith

County Council wants cyclists’ views on new A10 crossing
A consultation on proposals to create a safer way for
pedestrians and cyclists to cross the busy A10 north of
Cambridge has been launched by Cambridgeshire County
Council.
The improvements follow on from the new £240,000 dual-use
path built earlier this year between the villages of Milton and
Landbeach. The council is now asking for views on the second
phase of the scheme, providing a safer means of crossing the
main road for those travelling by bike and on foot. The A10
junction is currently an accident hotspot, with 16 reported
incidents involving vehicles turning right in both directions.
The current cycle and foot path starts from Landbeach heading
towards Milton and finishes past the cemetery at the farm
access junction.
There are two potential designs: the first involves closing the
slip lane to Milton, narrowing the Cambridge-bound
carriageway and creating a two-stage crossing across the A10.
The second is to widen the existing triangular island in the
middle of the A10 to create three crossing points.

Both options included in the consultation plan propose
extending the path along Landbeach Road and across the
junction to either the old road serving the sewage station or to
Humphries Way. Dropped kerbs are also planned so that
cyclists from Cambridge can either join the path to Landbeach
or cross the junction. The scheme also includes adding solar
stud lighting along the length of the cycle- and foot-way. New
street lighting will also be installed at the junction.
The scheme will cost £130,000 and is funded by contributions
from local developers.
Local residents, cyclists and pedestrians can have their say
online at www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/cycling where there is
also more detail about the plans and layouts. The consultation
closes on Friday 11 October 2013.
Livia Oldland
Communications Coordinator, Major Infrastructure Delivery,
Cambridgeshire County Council
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War against motorists?
There are a few politicians who seem to think that if you do
anything whatsoever to try to restrain cars, you have an 'anticar dogma' and are conducting a 'war against the motorist'.
This was basically the thesis of Eric Pickles, Secretary of State
for Communities and Local Government. He asserted recently
that you had to tempt drivers into the city with cheaper and
more plentiful parking in order for shopping to thrive. He also
said that cyclists were being 'given total pre-eminence' here in
Cambridge, a sentiment that most of us would laugh at after
we had stopped being insulted.
Eric Pickles' salvo against Cambridge shows he is from the
same mould as former transport secretary Philip Hammond.
This is an affliction that has been demonstrated across the
board, but seems particularly a Tory disease, from Ernest
Marples onwards. Perhaps it is because the car is seen as a
totem of capitalism: a symbol of individual freedom (though
what is cycling if not that?) and an economic driver or lifeline.
So if you threaten the car in any way you are, in their eyes,
undermining both freedom and capitalism.
Yet, with only a few minor bumps along the way, transport
policy for Cambridge has been fairly consistent and steady
over many years, promoted by a Conservative administration in
Shire Hall. And it was odd that Pickles chose to target
developments for Cambridge cyclists particularly as limiting to
cars only a few days after the Prime Minister himself had
announced major cycling investment in the city.

Wrong on his own terms
Whether or not you agree with the 'anti-car dogma' thesis, it
seems to me that Pickles is completely wrong even on his own
terms when he picks on Cambridge.
Motor traffic levels may have been pretty constant over many
years in the central area, directly as a result of transport
policies, but it simply is not true that there has been a
restriction on car parking and nor is it true that Cambridge city
centre has suffered as a result of restraint.
Transport policy has provided more than 5,000 public car
parking spaces for the city over the last twenty years. The Park
& Ride system has been one of the most successful in the
country and has allowed the city to accommodate many more
shoppers in cars in its five car parks (seven when you count
the busway) than it could have done in any central car parks.
There has also been no reduction in central public parking
spaces over this time. The additional spaces are also
(currently) free, though you have to pay for the bus of course
(if you don't cycle). Pickles was reacting to the maximum cost
of parking in the most central car park for a whole day. But of
course shoppers rarely come for the whole day, and charges
are lower for more realistic shopping trips.
Importantly, central Cambridge is thriving. It may have
suffered somewhat in the recession, but not nearly as much as
most places. The streets are heaving with people. There has
been a recent massive investment in central shops, with two
major new shopping centres built, where in other places
empty shops line the central streets and people go to the
edge-of-town strip malls.

Just where is this negative effect that Pickles seems to think
afflicts the city? Has he ever been here to study Cambridge's
transport system? Was he simply reacting to the central daily
parking charge put to him by a journalist, which is right at one
end of a spectrum that starts at free?
In most places where cycling is in low-single-figure
percentages the economic contribution of cycling and cyclists
is hard to see. However there is research Pickles is clearly not
aware of that shows cyclists shop as voraciously or more so
than motorists. It really matters in Cambridge where so many
journeys are done by bike. Cambridgeshire County Council
formally said so in March 2012: 'this council recognises ... the
importance of cycling for the economic prosperity of the area'.

Cyclists given 'total pre-eminence'
Apparently cycling is a transport choice of the elite, according
to Pickles. Where does he get this stuff from? Has he not
actually looked? Of course, 'elite' is hard to pin down, but
when a third of people commute by bike and more than half
cycle at least once a week, how can it possibly be an 'elite'
activity? How can an elite also be a majority?
There is not a single main road in Cambridge where cyclists
can be said to be strongly favoured in any way. And as for
'cycling provision should not completely override concern for
motorists', the breathtaking arrogance and wrong-headedness
of his position is just unbelievable.

Has he ever been here to study
Cambridge's transport system?
Take, for example, the Catholic Church junction changes
currently underway. These will provide a little extra space for
cyclists. However, despite the changes being made from a
cycling budget, the county council made it absolutely clear
that the overriding priority for the scheme was to maintain
motor traffic capacity. Hence nothing useful is being done for
cyclists on three of the junction's four arms and on the other
there is no space taken from motorists to make more room for
cyclists.
This is typical of most schemes for cyclists: nothing can be
done which removes any serious amount of parking or motor
traffic capacity. It is why so many schemes over the years have
ended up being half-hearted and inadequate.

Double yellows and speed humps
In a separate outburst, Pickles also said that drivers should be
able to park on double yellow lines, bollards that stop cars
parking on pavements should be removed and that speed
humps were responsible for High Street decline (forget a £1bn
increase in business rates and an extended recession - it is all
down to speed humps). Traffic wardens are over-zealous.
(What does that mean - that they should interpret the law by
whim, or not do the job they are employed to do?)

Continued at bottom of next page
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Get Britain cycling
This cartoon, reproduced with the permission of Dave Walker/cyclingcartoons.com, illustrates the recommendations in the Get
Britain Cycling report, published by the All Party Parliamentary Cycling Group in April 2013. The report is online at
http://allpartycycling.org/inquiry/. Many cycle campaigners would have liked to see priority over side roads, roundabout designs
safe for 10 year old cyclists and strict liability for the operating risk of cars etc. included.

War against motorists?
(Continued)
Fundamentally Pickles' outbursts boils down to a position
where, if you cycle or walk, or use a bus or train, anything
other than a car, you are a non-person, you simply do not
count and do not matter. At one level you can view his
comments as a response to a journalist cleverly pressing the
right buttons on someone who has built this 'only motorists
matter' view. The trouble is though, that Pickles can force
some of this stuff on us through planning rules.
Let transport minister Norman Baker have the verdict here. He
called Pickles' comments 'bonkers'.
David Earl
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East Road
Robin Heydon outlines his ideas
for reducing motor traffic on
East Road. These are his
personal views, presented here
for discussion, and are not a
formal proposal from Cambridge
Cycling Campaign.

No through private trafﬁc line with
road closures (most already made)
New rising bollards for bus, taxi,
bicycles, and emergency vehicles

There is much talk about going
'Dutch', but it is not often
appreciated that some of the
solutions that the Dutch use
don't involve building lots of
segregated cycleways. Instead,
they remove car traffic
travelling through a city and
move it to outer, better
designed roadways. They
therefore compartmentalise
the city into segments with no
way to get to other segments
without going out and then
back in again.
How could this be applied to
Cambridge? Well, it already is
in the city centre. For example,
to drive from the Varsity Hotel
on Thompson's Lane to The
Maypole pub on Park Street, a distance of just 160 yards,
requires a 10 minute drive that is approximately 1¾ miles
long. Nobody would choose to drive rather than walk, and that
is the point.
Look at East Road between Norfolk Street and Mill Road. The
space available is very limited and the road appears to be
always congested, either with lots of stationary traffic or
parked cars blocking lanes. It is horrible to cycle through and
those important Park & Ride and city buses are continuously
getting delayed with all that congestion. What would happen
if we closed it?
What do I mean by close it? Basically the same as has
happened successfully on Bridge Street and other locations in
the centre. There are rising bollards to allow for buses, taxis,
and other authorised vehicles, and bicycle bypasses.
Where would all the traffic go? Some would change to using
the bus, some would change to riding a bicycle, or walking.
Yes, some people would have to drive a little further to make
trivally short journeys, but with good planning, your average
driver won't have to go significantly further for longer
journeys where a car may be required. For example, to drive
from the Law Courts to the railway station would involve
driving out to Newmarket Road, to Coldhams Lane, Brooks
Road, Perne Road, back in on Cherry Hinton Road, and then
Hills Road. A taxi would now be three times quicker than
driving yourself. A bicycle about twice as quick.
Of course the advantages would be huge. The approach to
Newmarket Road could be significantly reallocated, creating
more space for walking and cycling, as the only other traffic

along here would be from the Grafton Centre car parks, the
Law Courts, and parts of Petersfield. Similarly, the junctions at
Hills Road and Mill Road could also be significantly
reengineered to provide more space for bicycles once the
inner ring road is no longer a rat-run for cars.
This would also enable other improvements on the Newnham
to Newmarket Road (N2N) Supercycleway as the volume of car
traffic reduces. For example, this could help remove sufficient
car lanes at the Catholic Church junction for this junction to
be made much safer for people cycling.
See www.cyclescape.org/issues/232 and
www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/103/article4.html for more
information about the problems and ideas for this route.
We obviously have to be careful not to push the traffic onto
Mill Road instead, and perhaps the creative closing of short
cuts between Mill Road and Coldhams Lane would be
necessary as is already done north-west of the railway line.
Similarly, access to the Adam and Eve car park may create a
rat-run, primarily because of cars illegally using Adam and Eve
Street to get to Burleigh Street. Instead, access to Burleigh
Street could be from Crispin and Burleigh Places.
There would be other benefits. The police and fire stations
would now be on one of the least congested roads in the city,
allowing them to deal with life-threatening situations faster
than currently. The shops along this road would have
increased trade as people using bicycles or walking would find
it much easier to stop and frequent these businesses than do
those in cars. And, critically, there would be less pollution as
fewer cars would be clogging up this narrow bit of road.
Robin Heydon
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Anatomy of a news story
A fairly commonplace article appeared in the Cambridge News at the end of August. I think it says a lot about how cycling
is viewed. I think it illustrates victim blaming.
David Earl
‘He was in collision with a
van': It's always phrased
like this. Why not ‘when a
van collided with him'?
And notice ‘cyclist' the
person but ‘van' the
inanimate object. The van
did not do it all of its own
accord. At least it wasn’t
described as an ‘accident’.

Cyclist injured in collision with van amid
rush hour traffic in Cambridge
A cyclist has been injured amid rush hour traffic
today when he was in collision with a van on a
busy Cambridge road.
The man, who was wearing a helmet, was riding

So the road was busy.
What is this trying to say?
That collisions are
inevitable if it was busy?
That the cyclist shouldn’t
have been on a busy
road?

Three times we are told
now that it was the ‘cyclist’
who was ‘in collision with
the van. In that order. Are
they really trying to say it
was the cyclist’s fault? Do
they think this phrasing
sounds neutral and non
judgemental?. I don’t,
especially when repeated
three times in an article of
only 100 words.

Oops!

Photo from cyclestreets (50200).

along Milton Road just before the junction for the
guided busway when he was struck by a van.
Paramedics treated the rider at the side of the road
and called Cambridgeshire police.
A force spokesman said: “We were called by the
ambulance service after a cyclist was in collision
with a van on Milton Road. The cyclist suffered
minor injuries and did not have to go to hospital.”

What is the relevance of this?
We are told the cyclist had
minor injuries treated at the
scene. If he had had head
trauma, perhaps this would
have had some relevance, but
here it is completely
irrelevant. Why aren’t we told
that the van’s tyres had the
right amount of tread,or that
the driver was not using a
mobile phone at the time?

‘He was struck’: the use of he
passive here suggests it was
serendipity, just ‘one of those
things’, like ‘he was struck by
lightning’, not the result of
one or other party’s action. I
would have said: ‘The
collision took place on Milton
Road just before the junction
with the guided busway.’
So the police were called,
quite rightly. But what did
they do? This section of
Milton Road has a
particularly wide mandatory
cycle lane, so was the van
driver in the cycle lane when
he or she hit the cyclist? And
if so what action are the
police taking? That would
have been the interesting
part ofthe story. Or was the
cyclist outside the lane, and
if so, why?
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Cycling safari report
New developments tour
On Sunday 11 August Campaign Members were invited to
attend a cycling tour of recent and forthcoming developments
in Cambridge. This took us from the proposed Bell School
development on Babraham Road, around the new estates at
Great Kneighton, Trumpington Meadows, through CB1 to
Travis Perkins, along Cromwell Road then across the river to
Vie in Chesterton. We finished with Orchard Park, then across
the currently empty National Institute of Agricultural Botany
(NIAB) sites in north Cambridge. A map of the route can be
found at http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=6039838
Infrastructure is already stretched in the Cambridge area. The
only way to add more houses, and therefore more people and
more journeys, without bringing roads to a standstill, is to
reduce car use for short journeys. This aim is embodied in the
proposed local transport strategy, and yet we saw evidence
that new developments within easy cycling distance of the
town centre and key areas of employment are being designed
for maximum car use.
The main issues for cycling and new developments are:
●

Access and connection to other routes: should be
convenient, direct, safe for cyclists of all ages and
abilities.

●

Internal layout: people should feel comfortable walking
and cycling outside their own homes.

●

Cycle parking: should be secure, sheltered, easily
accessible and in sufficient supply for residents. Visitor
parking is also necessary.

●

Promotion and encouragement: people moving to new
developments should be made aware of cycle routes
early.

dwellings even at peak times this does not seem necessary,
unless you are designing for and facilitating most residents
making journeys by car within a short space of time.

Internal layout
Many estates we saw were too small to need to consider
movements across the estate. Short distances, no through
access to cars and the small number of journeys make these
internal residential areas relatively safe for walking and
cycling. In time we can expect to see all such areas covered by
the Cambridge 20mph zone as well, so no special
infrastructure should be required.
The exception was Orchard Park, which does have cycle routes
within the estate to aid access to the community centre and
school. On completion the estate will have local shops and
two hotels (one finished), so some external traffic can be
expected as well as residents. It is unfortunate that the hotels
and shops will be at the far end of the estate, closest to the
A14. This is intentional to protect residential buildings from
noise, but has the side-effect of encouraging traffic through
the site past people's homes.
However the cycle routes are disappointing and have no
priority over motor traffic. Signs instruct users to dismount at
crossings, rather than the neutral ‘cycle lane ends’.
Traffic-light controlled access to the site gives a default green
light to motor traffic entering the site, while cyclists and
pedestrians on the shared-use path must stop and wait to
cross the entrance to continue their journey.

Access and connection to other routes
Permeability is perhaps the easiest and cheapest feature which
can be added to aid walking and cycling. These non-car routes
increase the ease and pleasantness of making short journeys
in any direction, and benefit people in adjacent areas by
providing a through route away from main roads. This was one
thing we did see often, though the quality of such routes is
variable.
However, this is not an excuse to ignore the main entrance
and its use by cyclists. In Great Kneighton access to one estate
was via a large roundabout, which can be daunting to cyclists.
This roundabout had cycle lanes all the way up to the Give
Way lines, encouraging incorrect road positioning for cyclists
turning right. This was not the agreed design, and it is hard to
see what the Campaign can do in cases where changes are
made between initial designs and what gets built.
Other sites in Trumpington have multi-lane exits onto
connecting roads. Multiple lanes make positioning harder for
cyclists, especially less confident ones. It also means
pedestrians take longer to cross the entrance and have to pay
attention to more than one lane. On an estate of 1200

Photomap 48533
Redmac pavement in Orchard Park but no shared use signs and
no clear priority over side-roads markings.
On-street parking narrows carriageways, encouraging nervous
cyclists to weave in-and-out between them, and encouraging
drivers to attempt tight overtakes.
This was a missed opportunity to create an area that gave real
priority to walking and cycling, where cars are guests for
access in a space primarily for the use of people. While there
are relatively safe routes that could be used by children, they
are made to give way at every intersection.
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Cycle parking
Cycle parking is an issue for both residents and visitors. For
residents cycling should be secure, sheltered, easily accessible,
and there should be enough of it.
In Great Kneighton some estates have, as yet, no visitor cycle
parking. Residents have access to a Sheffield stand within
their garage. This raises concerns about ease of access,
although we were happy to see garages with side doors
through which bikes can be wheeled past any stored cars.
Vie is a mature estate in comparison to many we saw, having
been occupied for a few years. Cycle parking is overloaded on
this estate. Houses with garages are given no separate cycle
parking as residents are expected to use their garages, but the
garages are small and struggle to store both cars and bicycles,
resulting in use of cycle parking provided for others. Flat
owners have access to secure cycle lockers, but only one per
dwelling. One such secure locker we saw had 17 bikes to six
stands! There are open-air Sheffield stands for visitors,
although these were not on the original plans and had to be
requested by residents. These are also well-used.
City council standards require room for one bike per bedroom
on new builds. This is clearly inadequate for the demand in
Cambridge.

Photomap 50002
Swedish developer Skanska provides "Bicycle parking" with
Sheffield stands at its sales office for the 128 dwellings they are
building at Great Kneighton.
:
The total number of existing and potential dwellings covered
by the tour was over 5600. No development we saw prioritised
cycling or cycle parking. Every estate was within easy cycling
distance of shops and workplaces in the town centre, and were
planned and built during a time when Cambridge has had the
highest levels of cycling anywhere in the UK. Designs must
change if Cambridge is to cope with housing growth.
Hester Wells

Photomap 48539
"Cyclists dismount" sign where Chariot Way joins Ring Fort Path at
Orchard Park.

Promotion and encouragement
Getting people to change their transport mode on existing
journeys is much harder than getting them to choose one on
new journeys, such as when they start a new job or move.
People moving to new developments should be helped to find
out what cycle routes they can access and how far away
amenities are by bike. The local communities office has said
that they will hand out leaflets to the sales office at new
developments, but not everywhere we visited had received
some. Staff at sales offices seemed positive about the idea of
handing out leaflets to visitors if they had any.

12 Cambridge Cycling Campaign
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The Dutch pace of progress
Jim Chisholm, who has a background of 15 years in transport and
road research, gives his personal opinion on the need to ‘Go
Dutch’ at an appropriate speed.
'A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step': my
single step was in about 1972. Unbeknown to me, that was
about the time the Dutch and the Danes started to invest
heavily in cycling facilities. I was working at the then Road
Research Laboratory, at a time when the motorway network
was rapidly expanding. Politicians were saying that new roads
did not generate more traffic. At that time I drove around
20,000 miles per year, to work, for work, or for leisure. For
leisure I walked or climbed.
I made more and longer weekend trips in the UK because it
was now possible. It was clear that an improved road network
was generating extra car mileage, at least from me.... I also
realised that ever-expanding car use was unsustainable, and
became keenly interested in everything sustainable, as my
bookshelves show! Coincidentally I also started to suffer from
chronic asthma, possibly from spending much of one
spring/summer on a test track that ran through a pine forest.
To counter the effect I started to cycle to work to keep fitter,
and used my fitness on walking and climbing, but took far
fewer though longer breaks. Apart from a couple of long-haul
air trips to visit a remote village in Tanzania, I’ve only flown
twice in my life.

Progress in Cambridge
It was good to move to Cambridge in 1985, as I moved to
somewhere where cycling was almost normal, but I could only
become active in transport campaigning after I left the
Scientific Civil Service in 1995. The Cambridge Cycling
Campaign has worked hard, and although at the time many of
us thought we were just stopping things getting worse, it is
clear that without us we would not have the city centre traffic
bollards and cycling in the centre would still be severely
restricted. We also have two large covered cycle parks (with a
third on the way?), and several good quality cycle paths, away
from main roads, from necklace villages to Cambridge. Not to
mention the ‘blacktop’ path alongside the guided bus route
where we worked at the public enquiry to ensure the path
came into existence.
We are still making progress, but along with infrastructure,
social change is required. Driver attitudes are changing, with
speeding and drink-driving now treated as anti-social, and
widespread use of 20mph limits in residential areas accepted.
Bikeability is an excellent new development and it is generally
accepted that the nation is becoming too sedentary and that
cycling is a good way of achieving exercise as part of normal
routine. That can also reduce the use of the car for short
journeys, not to mention saving money. These changes are all
positive achievements.

So where do we go next?
‘Go Dutch’ is a admirable aspiration, but it has taken those
cousins across the North Sea four decades to achieve what
they now have. Most drivers there are also regular bike users,
which means not only are they more aware of bikes, but also

know the likely mistakes that will occur. Even the law is
different, and those operating potentially dangerous machines
powered by infernal combustion engines are considered to
have greatly increased liability in crashes with more
vulnerable road users, be they on bike or on foot, compared
with the UK. New towns were built with good-quality cycle
routes, although in their older cities examples of poor
provision, cycle bans, and conflicts with motor vehicles do still
exist.
Some seem to think that ‘with one leap we can be free’, but
although we are making more rapid progress, reducing car use
through social change needs to go hand in hand with, if not
often precede, the changes in infrastructure provision that are
ultimately required.
Reallocation of road space does work, be it for bus or cycle
lanes, as both modes have a far greater carrying capacity than
cars with say just a driver. But there are limitations, as at the
Catholic Church junction. A sudden large reduction in capacity
at an already busy junction will create such queues as to block
other junctions, causing consequential further reduction in
capacity. Gridlock not only affects car commuters but also
buses, those on bikes, and other essential traffic. Taking 10%
capacity away will cause temporary problems. Taking 50% will
create chaos and a backlash against those responsible.
Totally segregated cycle routes on the line of an existing
highway require a lot of width. Add up a 3.75-metre traffic
lane, a one-metre gap, 2.5-metre cycle lane and finally a 1.5metre footway. Multiply by two and one gets 17.5 metres with
no space for trees, bus bays or central refuges for pedestrians.
We do not often have such space on existing routes.
But there are other ways of improving provision, such as the
Chisholm Trail. I proposed this cycle and walking route along
the rail corridor from Addenbrooke’s to the Science Park in
1998. One official said at the time ‘would people use it?’ That
is not a question they would ask today, and official support for
the route is now very strong. It is 15 years since my proposal. I
was optimistic that it could be built then. I’m more optimistic
that it will happen now. Once two vital sections are open, I
hope that pressure to complete the missing links will be
irresistible. Many more people will then find trips by bike are
both quicker and more pleasant than driving.
To get modal change from villages around Cambridge, people
need pleasant routes away from noise and fumes, but which
give comparable door-to-door times to driving. They do not
need to beat the average times, as the reliability of cycling trip
times means you can stay in bed later than if driving, and still
be sure you will arrive at work/railway station in time. There
are at least three possible routes from necklace villages which
are currently blocked by opposition from landowners.
Compulsory purchase is commonly used for other transport
projects, so why not for cycle routes?

Roadspace reallocation
This is excellent where space can easily be made available.
Narrowing wide traffic lanes to provide dedicated cycle lanes
is an obvious example. At signal-controlled junctions it can be
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more difficult, but bus priority has shown the way forward, and
the changes at Hills Road bridge for cycles have worked well.

in the shorter term extensions of yellow lines and removal of
‘pay and display’ would give big gains.

Why was that?

What about growth in and around
Cambridge?

I helped to monitor an early experiment on traffic restraint in
the 1970s (‘Nottingham Zones and Collars’). On several wide
main roads from the west, ‘collars’ were set up with two-lane
approaches reduced to a single lane with a bus lane adjacent
for over half a mile. The bus lane stopped short of the junction
but sufficiently close so that buses got through, most of the
time, on the first or second phase. Many car drivers
complained that trip times were greater and queues were far
far longer. Of course the queues were longer (double the
length?) as traffic from two lanes was now confined to a single
lane. But approaching the junction, they had use of both lanes,
so that when the lights went green, two lanes of cars could
discharge for all of the green phase. The statistics collected
showed that drivers’ trip times were not extended at such
junctions, but they felt they had bigger delays because they
joined the queue far further back.

We also need to work with developers of both residential and
commercial property to ensure that for those moving to areas
of expansion the default is to use the bike rather than the car.
In Munich volunteer groups run Sunday cycle rides and bike
training in new residential areas. Then residents find how easy
it is to cycle to all their local facilities.

Despite the addition of cycle lanes, Hills Road bridge works
because peak car capacity is not significantly reduced. When
the lights turn green, the two-lane reservoir contains almost as
many vehicles as can discharge before the lights turn red.
Having a longer two-lane stretch would not significantly
increase the capacity.

So why can’t this be done everywhere?
Contrast this with reducing two lanes to a single lane at a stop
line. A simplistic approach would suggest that this would halve
the capacity. This would mean that, without feedback loops, if
the just-about-sufficient capacity were reduced from 1,200
cars to 600 per hour we’d have a queue of 600 cars within an
hour. As a rule of thumb, a car in a queue occupies 10 metres
so you’d have a queue of over 3 miles (6,000 metres)! Of
course life isn’t simple and it could reduce capacity by more
than half as at the Catholic Church junction.
If there is right-turning traffic and a conflicting movement all
that flow could stall while waiting for a gap for the single
right-turner, or more likely the signals will need independent
phases, further reducing capacity. Standing motor traffic from
Newmarket Road to Newnham will block free flow on a
number of radial routes.

Soft reductions in car traffic are needed first
Cambridge City Council has a planning policy of limiting
parking space for cars at residential and business properties,
but the effectiveness is limited by the amount of uncontrolled
parking on many minor roads, and some not so minor. Part of
the impetus for the change on Gilbert Road was that carcommuting workers were parking there and walking or cycling
the ‘final mile’. Such parking has a multiplier deterrent for
more sustainable modes:
●

It obstructs the safe route for many who would prefer to
cycle, and slows public transport on such routes.

●

The extra motor vehicles on the major roads mean many
more junctions are at or above a reasonable capacity.

Current policy is likely to mean that in the longer term
‘residents parking’ schemes will exist throughout the city, but

48833 Cyclists in the morning rush on Hills Road Bridge in
Cambridge, April 2013.

::

Conclusion
Especially in and around Cambridge we can achieve
continental levels of cycling, with trips being quicker and more
pleasant than by other modes. It will not happen overnight,
and idealists may be disappointed, but those who temper their
ideals with pragmatism should see that good progress can be
made. My view has formed from over 40 years' experience,
with 15 of those working with transport professionals and
researchers. I maintain that evolution, not revolution, will be
the quickest way to a step-change up in cycle use and a
decrease in car use.
We need to convince the majority of those who use other
modes, be it car, lorry or bus, that improving conditions for
those on bikes is the quickest and most economical way of
improving conditions for them.
Jim Chisholm
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Cycling with kids: a journey through the ages
'I love cycling but now with the kids it’s just not practical any
more'. Even the keenest cyclists can switch to four wheels
when they have children. It seems the only practical solution
at the time. You tell yourself it is just for a few years but busy
schedules and busy roads have other ideas. As baby number
two (or more…) appears, it gradually sinks in that this was the
turning point.

or fit it to the back of the luggage rack. Cold and rain do pose
a problem but this is easily solved. Thick clothes and a
waterproof cover (photo) can leave your child as happy as a
summer’s day while you brave the elements out front!

Practical as it seems to hop in a car, there are other ways to
look at it. You cannot teach your kids that cycling is fun and a
healthy way to travel while sitting in a traffic jam. There are
only a few years when you can have the bonding experience of
being pick-pocketed by the occupant of the child seat behind
you, so why miss it? And one parent’s convenience delivering
their children to school is another’s concern as their teenager
pedals off into the rush hour traffic. Ten years later, this
teenager may be your child so you may want to do your bit to
reduce the traffic now.
If only there was a practical and safe solution for all those
ages in between. Well, there is! From 6 months onwards, there
is a vehicle for every stage. From babies on bike seats to teens
on tandems, this is my personal experience of most of them. If
you are a young parent and keen to keep cycling, or if your
older child is pestering to start cycling alone, this article is for
you.

Safety considerations
The safety advice below is not meant to be comprehensive,
but it does reflect actual experience from years of cycling at
each stage. The guidance on age suitability is also just from
personal experience. Manufacturers will specify actual weight
limits for each device.
Rear child seat: Age 6-9 months to 3.5-4 years. This is a great
bonding experience. Communication is easy, your child is
within reach and so are you! Singing, tickling and having your
wallet removed from your back pocket are all part of the fun. It
is the best solution if you want to take the bike on a train and
the seat doubles up as a way to transport shopping etc when
your child is elsewhere!

Child seat with rain cape
I do not have personal experience of front child seats, but they
appear to be a good solution for the youngest children, at
least for parents who don’t have long legs. The combination of
rear and front seats also offers a solution for transporting two
children aged around 1-2 and 3-4 but a trailer will be a longer
lasting solution.
Rear trailer: Age 1-5 years. A trailer can also be used at
younger ages by securely strapping a car seat into it. You may
need to remove the original trailer seat to do this and do not
use the trailer until the baby is strong enough to support its
head well on a bumpy path.
The big advantages of trailers are that many take two kids
(photo), or one plus luggage, and of course they keep the kids
warm and dry. They can also be combined with a rear child
seat for a third child. The children often enjoy having their
own space. No-one else can fit, after all, and it soon clutters
up with toys, books, sweet wrappers and the like!

Watch out for wriggly children – bigger children think it’s
great fun to rock the bike but the driver may disagree! On a
similar theme, sooner or later your child will fall asleep in the
seat. When children of that age want to sleep, they will sleep
and there is nothing you can do about it, save to make sure
they are securely strapped in and reach back occasionally to
make sure their head isn’t flopping around excessively. A child
at this height will make the bike top-heavy. As a result you
need more wobble room so avoid narrow paths, and when
pushing the bike always hold the seat itself. A good flip-out
stand on your bike helps for loading and unloading, or better
still fit the two-pronged, fold-down variety but don’t rely on
this alone while the child is in the seat.
As every parent knows, children come with their own luggage
so the fact that child seats cover the luggage rack can be a
problem. However, panniers can often be squeezed into place
depending on design. The seat also narrows the options for
where to put a back light. Ideally attach one to the seat itself

Two children in trailer
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On the down side, communication is harder than on a child
seat and two kids in a trailer may fight. Squeezing through
narrow gaps can be a problem of course, and go slowly over
bumps, especially with younger children, to avoid excessive
shaking. Some parents worry about vulnerability to passing
cars but in my experience, as long as you ensure good
visibility, drivers are very careful passing trailers. A brightly
coloured flag is important and cover the back in a large
amount of reflective material if it does not already have it.
This is very effective as it sits directly in the line of car
headlights. The biggest hazard in my experience is not traffic
but hitting a kerb with one wheel, which can tip a trailer on its
side. Always allow extra clearance from these edges and if you
cannot avoid going close cycle slowly.
A good rear mudguard on the parent’s bike is important to
avoid dirt being thrown onto the trailer and always keep at
least the mesh cover in place for the same reason. Trailers
vary in quality – don’t buy a cheap one! It will be less safe and
less waterproof.
Bakfiets: A bakfiets, where the children sit in front, is an
effective alternative. On our one test ride, the passengers
labelled it ‘awesome’. Some parents feel reassured that the
children are in front where they can see them and perhaps
protect them a little more, and depending on design they may
take older children than a rear trailer. On the other hand, this
bike does not convert into your everyday solo bike if you want
to get around easily by yourself later in the day. It is for
carrying kids (or other luggage) and little else, in contrast to
the detachable rear trailer, etc.
Tagalong or trailer bike: Age 4-7 years. The biggest advantage
of the tagalong is probably for the kids themselves, who
appreciate being able to see more than in a trailer or being
more ‘grown up’ than on a child seat. They also fill an
important gap at an age where other solutions have been
outgrown but your children are still very slow and hazardous
on their own bike and too small for a tandem.
At first the loss of control is alarming. Suddenly you have to
trust your four-year-old to hold on and to stay awake, but in
practice this was never a problem for us. As your child grows
the bike will get wobblier, not to mention harder to pedal, and
this is what determines when to move on. If you are carrying
two children remember most tagalongs are not compatible
with a rear child seat. You can, however, get double tagalongs,
which can be more stable and used up to later ages if they
have two wheels.
Tandem: Age 5 years to adult. A child can go on the rear seat
of an adult tandem as soon as they can comfortably reach the
handlebars. Short legs are not a problem as there are a variety
of solutions for reaching the pedals. The easiest to fit are
crank shorteners, which screw into the normal pedal fitting
and position the pedal itself part way up the crank. More
complex, but potentially usable even younger are ‘kiddie
cranks’.
Tandems are the two-wheeled answer to the ‘taxi service’.
Your child can be dropped off at school, swimming lessons,
piano, ballet or wherever and you can continue alone as long
as you can deal with the daily comment of ‘you forgot your
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passenger’. Just remember that many motorists drive with four
empty seats! The transition from tagalong to tandem is bliss. It
is much smoother and more efficient to ride, so much so that
you can almost forget the child is there! It is faster and safer
than having your child on a separate bike and you do not need
to worry about how to get the child’s own bike home again if
they are heading somewhere else afterwards. As children
grow, a tandem can be used for longer day trips or tours and
with appropriate care it is compatible with another child on a
rear seat, tagalong or trailer.
There are few disadvantages. Children reach an age when they
want more independence by riding their own bike, but they are
strangely keen to get back on the tandem if they’re tired! A
tandem is considerably more expensive than a solo bike but
hugely cheaper than another car! It also needs more storage
space and can be difficult to transport by car. Finally, make
sure your child uses toe clips to avoid their feet slipping out
while the pedals continue to turn.
Child on own bike, accompanied: Age 3 years to teens,
depending on traffic level. As indicated above, your child will
eventually want this themselves and if you want them to gain
experience to become safe cyclists they have to learn sooner
or later. It will also keep them fit.
The loss of control can be truly alarming. Of course you should
always get them fully used to cycling using off-road paths but
when they finally go on the road you will find that rules you
take for granted have to be taught one by one: to cycle on the
left, to leave space when passing a parked car, to look behind
and signal before turning right (a common blindspot!) and who
has right of way at junctions. There may also be lapses of
concentration for no obvious reason, which in our experience
can persist until at least pre-teen years. You can minimise the
risk by cycling behind, watching the traffic with a rear-view
mirror and controlling it if necessary to ensure drivers take
extra care for the child. Of course progress is slow at first but
it is all in a good cause!
Child on own bike, unaccompanied: I would recommend
starting at age 10-11 on a bike path and a couple of years later
on the road. The great advantage is that finally the child has
their independence, and so do you if alleviates taxi service! It
is a good way for your child to become fit and it can be
sociable.
The overriding issue is of course safety. Let go gradually by
riding further behind or cycle in front so your child learns to
deal with passing traffic. Stop giving any advice about
handling junctions or traffic unless they are about to do
something horribly wrong! Make sure they know the biggest
hazards on a given route and that once they go alone they
stick to these same routes. Wait a couple more years before
allowing them to cycle in the dark, and of course only then
with hi-viz clothing and very good lights. I would strongly
advise against headphones (the cause of my own worst
accident) and ensure a zero tolerance policy towards texting
while riding, which is becoming all too common. Finally, check
your child’s bike regularly for problems, as they may not well
tell you about that faulty brake or flat tyre!
Michael Coleman
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Bicycle History

by Una Brogan
fter the juddering wooden, Dandy Horse,
And the rattling Boneshaker – even worse –
Otherwise called the French velocipede,
In a Coventry workshop there came a new breed,
An invention of which we’d never seen the like:
JK Starley’s incredible Safety Bike.

A

The basic principles of the sewing machine,
A chain drive powered by feet, not steam,
Caused all other two-wheeled models to abort
And cleared the way for revolutionary transport.
Workshops mushroomed in Coventry town
And through the midlands, till all around
Frames were welded, steel tubes grafted,
Wheels carefully built, components crafted.
And soon all sorts of people found a way
To buy a bike, saving up a few months’ pay.
Men and women, rich and poor
Threw all distinctions to the floor
In adopting the new two-wheeled contraption
They opened the door to freer social interaction.
Women, for the first time, claimed the right
To cast off their skirts, heavy and tight,
And wear trousers, or rational dress,
To be free and mobile, like all the rest.
Regardless of rank and social class,
Freedom of movement was achieved at last,
For urban workers it took just a ride
To discover the beauty of the countryside.

By the beginning of the twentieth century,
The bike had gained its place in society.
Although some rich families had a motor car,
The bicycle was more popular by far.
Cycling around was only sensible
In a world where the bike was indispensable.
At this moment when cycling could rise no higher,
A journalist, hoping to start a media empire,
Dreamed up a race of mythical proportion
A trial demanding superhuman strength
And thus threw a simple object into wild distortion
By pushing men to pedal all of France’s length.
The race that Desgranges inaugurated
Had nothing in common with the Tour today:
These men signed up to be flagellated
By stages of up to 450 k.
They were on fixed gears, like all bikes at the time,
With a low ratio on one side, so when they had to climb
They’d hop off and switch their wheel around
Then change it back to go down.
If a spoke snapped or they got a flat
No team car arrived with an identikit
The rule was, they had to fix it by the road side
One racer even re-welded his frame mid-ride.
The Tour grew more and more epic every year
Even after the derailleur, it stayed fixed gear.
They battled the Alps and the Pyrenees,
For 30 days brought France to its knees
In admiration of the men who took up the fight
To battle the mountains, long into the night.
To quote Roland Barthes, a myth was created
Cycling stopped being normal and became heroic
And all around the world the myth was propagated:
Cyclists were strong and brave and stoic.
And within a generation the damage was done
Desgranges and his men had carefully spun
A scared image of the simple vélo
And made heroes of these men in yellow.
All this was timed nicely with the rise of the car
Ford pumped them out, they travelled wide and far
Everyday cycling was pushed to the margins
The tick of the freewheel drowned out by engines.
Perhaps it takes more than a media stunt
To explain why cycling is now defunct
To justify the aggression, the sarcastic wave
The car-drivers’ heckles of “wow, you’re brave!”
But today, when you jump on your bike
Let the others choke and splutter all that they like
Remember that cycling's the real transport solution
And each turn of the pedals is a revolution.
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Bicycle City Light Blues … a song for Cambridge by Hobson’s Voice
HOBSON'S VOICE is a Cambridgeshire folk group. They
describe their genre as ‘modern concert-party folk’. They
perform occasionally to such groups as Heritage Groups, WIs
and village organisations and also sing from time to time in
the odd folk club or pub. HOBSON'S VOICE supports the
Cambridge charity for young carers (Centre 33) and St. Mary's
Church, Over... ALL money received for any sales of their CD
FEN FOLK, which includes the track ‘Bicycle City Light Blues’,
goes to those two charities. They shall be singing ‘Bicycle City
Light Blues’ in The Guildhall on 11 October as one of their first
‘WELCOME TO CAMBRIDGE’ items to the Centenary Conference
Dinner of the Workers' Education Association, at which the
Mayor and many other important figures of Cambridge and
elsewhere will be present.
They say, ‘Our city is a place where people come with dreams
and hope, where they want to share in the life, whether town,
gown or over and above these’. We bring this all together in
our song, ‘Bicycle City Light Blues’.
‘Bicycle City Light Blues’ is a gentle anthem, with an earcatching tune and refrain :’Bicycle City, Can I call you my
home....?’ They suggested it would be good for cycling and the
image of Cambridge as The Cycling City if as many people as
possible in and beyond Cambridge knew this song and had the
phrase as a little ‘ear-worm’ which came out automatically
when the name ‘Cambridge’ was sounded.
Listen at myspace.com/hobson39svoice/music/songs.

Former county councillor Shona Johnstone has reviewed the song
for the Newsletter.
When I retired as a councillor last May, the last thing I expected to be doing was writing for the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign. However listening to ‘Bicycle City Light Blues’
brought back so many memories of my life on the council,
particularly my time responsible for transport and cycling in
the city. Its opening lines – standing on Castle Hill – reminded
me of the time when I cycled around the city with members of
the Cycling Campaign and someone kindly let me try out a
recumbent bike. And standing on Castle Hill brings back
memories of watching cyclists either sail or struggle up Castle
Hill – there never seem to be any half measures, it’s either one
or the other! When you think of Cambridge, inevitably bikes
(and the University) are one of the first things that come to
mind. When I first came to Cambridge over thirty years ago
bringing a bike was not optional; I knew it was the only way to
get around the city. So the line about calling the city ‘my
home’ is one that resonates with me. I know of so many
people who came here as students and have never left, but it
is a welcoming city, full of rich traditions and culture. ‘Bicycle
City Light Blues’ reminds us of that culture, but there are other
similarities – singing and cycling (so long as the hills aren’t
too steep!) both have a ‘feel-good’ factor to them, or at least, I
have always found it to be the case. So if you believe in
cycling and if you love Cambridge, then this song is for you –
enjoy!
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City Council and County Council Committees
There are a number of Cambridge City Council and County
Council committees which often include cycling and walking
issues, which Campaign members are encouraged to attend.
The descriptions of the following committees and information
on dates and venues have been taken from
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy. Agendas are usually
available there about a week in advance and minutes of
meetings are also available.

Area Committees
These are made up of the appropriate city councillors. The
relevant county councillors are co-opted and may participate
in all items, but are only allowed to vote on Police and Safer
Neighbourhoods items.
East Area Committee: Coleridge, Romsey, Petersfield and
Abbey Wards. Usually meets on a Thursday at 7.00pm in Cherry
Trees Day Centre.
North Area Committee: East Chesterton, West Chesterton,
Kings Hedges and Arbury Wards. Usually meets on a Thursday
at 6.30pm. The venue varies.
South Area Committee: Cherry Hinton, Trumpington and Queen
Ediths Wards. Usually meets on a Monday at 7.30pm in Cherry
Hinton Village Centre.
West/Central Area Committee: Castle, Market and Newnham
wards. Usually meets on a Thursday at 7.00pm in the Club
Room, Wilberforce Road Sports Ground, Wilberforce Road,
Cambridge CB3 0EQ.

Development Control Forum
A development control forum is a meeting where petitioners
can present their views to councillors, planning officers and
the applicant some weeks before a planning application is
finally determined. The aim of the forum is to allow early
discussion of the planning issues raised by petitioners and to
explore the scope for building consensus and for resolving
concerns. It is an informal meeting and the forum does not
determine the application. A formal committee ultimately
determines the application. Usually meets on a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 in the Guildhall.

Development Plan Scrutiny Subcommittee
The Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee is a subcommittee of the Environment Scrutiny Committee and works
with the Executive Councillor for Planning and Sustainable
Transport to prepare a detailed response to the county
council's structure plans and to carry out detailed work in
developing the Local Plan. Usually meets on a Tuesday at
4.30pm in Committee Room 1 & 2 in the Guildhall.

Environment Scrutiny Committee
The Environment Scrutiny Committee consists of nine
councillors who scrutinise the decisions of the Executive
Councillor for Environmental and Waste Services and the City
and County Council committees

Executive Councillor for Planning and Climate Change. Usually
meets on a Tuesday at 5.00pm in Committee Room 1 & 2 in
the Guildhall.

Joint Development Control – Cambridge
Fringes - Development Control Forum
A joint development control forum is a meeting where
petitioners can present their views to councillors, planning
officers and the applicant some weeks before a planning
application is finally determined by the Joint Development
Control – Cambridge Fringes Committee. The aim of the forum
is to allow early discussion of the planning issues raised by
petitioners and to explore the scope for building consensus
and for resolving concerns. It is an informal meeting and the
forum does not determine the application. A formal committee
ultimately determines the application. Usually meets on a
Wednesday at 10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 in the
Guildhall.

Joint Development Control Committee –
Cambridge Fringes
The Joint Development Control Committee comprises
members appointed by the city and county councils and South
Cambridgeshire District Council. Meetings are usually on a
Wednesday at 10.30am either in Committee Room 1 & 2 in the
Guildhall or the Kreis Viersen Room in Shire Hall.

Members Cycling Steering Group
The Cycling Steering Group is made up of councillors whose
interests and committee membership are related to cycling
and urban planning. The group also includes the Executive
Councillor for Planning and Sustainable Transport, the
council's Cycling Champion and cycling and walking officers.
The aim of the group is to raise the profile of cycling, by
greater member participation in the planning and
implementation of cycle schemes and the promotion of cycling
in Cambridge.

Planning Committee
The Planning Committee meets each month to deal with major
planning applications. Members of the public who have
written to the planning officer are able to speak for or against
applications, and these views are taken into account when the
councillors make their decisions. Minor planning applications
are dealt with by the relevant area committees or by senior
planning officers under delegated powers. Usually meets at
9.30am on a Wednesday in Committee Room 1 & 2 in the
Guildhall.
Monica Frisch

The lesser vehicle

by John Drew
ringing home the Buddha
Is a burden. It weighs
So much. I paid so much.
I hear you raise

B

The question of whether
This was wise. Don't ask it.
My bicycle is wobbling
And Buddha's in the basket.
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Campaign Diary
Monthly meetings

The Campaign's monthly general meeting is held in the
Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane on the first Tuesday of
each month. Business starts at 8.00pm, with tea and coffee
from 7.30pm, and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members. The agenda includes
opportunities to discuss current issues and planning matters.
Sometimes there is a speaker.
Next meetings:
Tuesday 1 October
Tuesday 29 October: This is the November meeting,
rearranged so those who want can go to the Bonfire Night
events. It is also the Annual General Meeting.
(There is no meeting on Tuesday 5 November.)
Tuesday 3 December

Newsletter dates
There are several opportunities for members to help with
the Newsletter. One is by writing articles, taking photos and
providing other illustrations. There is advice about this and
style guidelines on our website
www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/guidelines.html
Copy deadline for the December-January issue: Sunday 3
November.
Volunteers are also needed to help put newsletters into
envelopes and then to deliver them.
If you might be able to assist, please contact Lisa Woodburn
(contact@camcycle.org.uk) who co-ordinates this. Stuffing of
the next newsletter will probably be on Wednesday 4
December.
Newsletter meetings: These are held every two months,
shortly after the Newsletter has appeared, to discuss the
most recent issue and plan the next one. They are held at
5.30pm in Grads Café on the 3rd floor of the University
Centre. The next one is likely to be on Monday 7 October.

Cycle rides
Do you cycle around Cambridge and fancy going a bit
further? If so, why not come for a ride with CTC Cambridge?
We hold up to six rides a week in the countryside around
Cambridge, and know all the prettiest and quietest routes.
Our rides are sociable, non-competitive and moderatelypaced, and always include refreshment stops. Non-CTC
members are welcome to come and try us out. See our
calendar of rides at www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for full
details. All rides are graded to give an indication of speed
and distance so you should be able to find a ride which suits
you. If you're unsure, our twice-monthly Saturday morning
rides are a great way to start.
Nigel Deakin

Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to
decline to promote events or activities where helmets
or high-visibility clothing are required or implied.

City and County Council
committees

Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often
include cycling and walking issues. Development Control
Forum and Joint Development Control Committee meetings,
which determine the Planning Applications relating to the
major housing development proposals for the Cambridge
sub-region, are also open to the public. The Development
Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings also often cover
walking/cycling/transport issues. The article on page x gives
descriptions of the committees taken from the City Council
website.
Information on dates and venues is on
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/
and minutes of meetings are also available. Agendas are
usually online there about a week in advance. Please check
the website in case meetings have been cancelled or times
or venues changed.
Development Control Forum: usually on a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next
meetings: 9 October; 13 November; 11 December
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee: usually on a
Tuesday at 4.30 pm in Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next
meetings: 15 October; 5 November; 10 December
East Area Committee: usually a Tuesday at 7.00 pm in the
Meeting Room - Cherry Trees Day Centre. Next meetings: 17
October; 28 November
Environment Scrutiny Committee: usually a Tuesday at
5.00pm in Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next meeting:
8 October
Joint Development Control - Cambridge Fringes Development Control Forum: Usually a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next
meetings: 23 October; 27 November
Joint Development Control Committee - Cambridge Fringes:
usually a Wednesday at 10.30am in either Kreis Viersen
Room - Shire Hall or Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall.
Next meetings: 16 October; 20 November; 18 December
North Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 6.30pm; venue
varies. Next meetings: 3 October: Shirley Primary School,
Nuffield Road, Cambridge CB4 1TF; 21 November
Planning Committee: usually a Wednesday at 9.30am in
Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next meetings: 2
October; 6 November; 4 December
South Area Committee: usually a Monday at 7.30pm in the
Meeting Room - Cherry Hinton Village Centre. Next meeting:
4 November
West/Central Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 7.00pm
in the Club Room - Wilberforce Road Sports Ground,
Wilberforce Road, Cambridge CB3 0EQ. Next meeting: 14
November
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Three-speed gears for Cambridge cycling
I was fascinated by Michael Cahn's article, ‘A new face for
cycling’, about fixed-gear bicycles in the June newsletter.
However, I cannot help feeling that, especially around
Cambridge, we should be trying to make a quite different and
rather more practical type of cycle fashionable.

I confess I have ridden such a machine for years, and what
amuses me most is how often I burn off people riding far
posher bikes when the lights go green. They are often in the
wrong gear and standing on their pedals whereas I seem to
just whoosh and go!

In this magazine, often in the more ‘campaigning’ articles, we
often talk about making cycling accessible, safer and easier,
even for the less confident, by improving road, junction and
facility design, and driver behaviour, all of which are clearly
vital. But no-one seems to also consider the design of bicycles
and whether some are far easier, especially for the less
confident, to ride. In a largely flat city, where the biggest
desire is possibly being able to easily and smoothly pull off
after being stopped at one of the numerous sets of traffic
lights, I cannot help feeling that either no gears, or the 18 or
21 that exist on most cycles pushed heavily by the bike shops,
are equally impractical for persuading the car driver whom we
would like to turn into a regular utility cyclist that it is really
easy, comfortable, safe and pleasant to commute and go
shopping by bike.
So I would like to speak up for a very under-represented
minority, who I feel have actually made the most practical and
speedy choice of bike for urban cycling: the owners of a threespeed hub machine. It is a real pity that bike shops do not
stock a wider range of these machines, but that is a
consequence of the fact that there is little choice on the
market generally. It is as if manufacturers feel three-speed hub
bikes are a nasty inconvenience, but they had better make one
model. It seems they almost try to deny the existence of this
sort of machine with their failure to market them and give a
decent choice of models. Perhaps they are hoping, if they keep
quiet about the advantages of this sort of machine, demand
will go down to zero over time and they can quietly stop
making them at all? Such a pity, as even now there is a choice
between the old Sturmey Archer three-speed hub, and, in my
opinion, after many miles using both, the superior Shimano
Nexus.

Why choose a three-speed bike?
What are the advantages of a three-speed hub? Firstly, how
many gears do you actually need when it is as flat as
Cambridge? First gear, to start moving. Second gear, for
acceleration, or for getting over the massive hills which are
the railway bridges. Third gear, for a good cruising speed. A
fourth gear at a higher ratio would be nice, and if someone
made one, I would buy it, but I am perfectly happy without and
I am not a very slow cyclist. If you get stopped by a sudden red
light or being forced to make an evasive manoeuvre, well, with
hub gears, it does not matter that you had no time to change
down, as you can do that while not pedaling, whereas if you're
in, say, 14th gear on your derailleur when you had to stop
abruptly, starting off again must be painful. Secondly, the
gears are fully enclosed and thus protected from road dirt, salt,
grit and wet. Once properly adjusted, maintenance is easy or
non-existent. Not having cogs on the pedal crank also means
you can have a decent chain guard to protect the clothes you
are wearing on your journey to work, school or some social
engagement.

Three-speed hub, bike and and shifter
I cannot help feeling that the natural habitat of the threespeed hub gear bike is Cambridge, preferably with a decent
rear basket so you really can go shopping. Perhaps one of our
less political campaigning activities should be encouraging
shops to stock more of them and bring them properly to the
attention of the bike-buying, possibly novice, customer, as an
attractive, easy, practical and speedy choice. This would be in
contrast to the scorn and derision I got from several bike
shops when I bought my first bike in Cambridge nearly twenty
years ago. Some had one at the back of the shop but really did
not want to sell it to me. Some ‘didn’t touch’ such machines as
they sold ‘sport’ machines, not modes of transport. Apparently
all those gears, big fat energy-sapping tyres and no
mudguards, or all those gears, narrow puncture-prone tyres
and no mudguards, were much more practical. I stuck to my
guns as I knew what I wanted, and the bikes I have ridden
since have had one less thing to worry about. But I would love
to have more choice, and would be happy to pay more for a
lighter more high-tech frame and wheels when I next go
shopping for a bicycle, and to be treated by the shops as a
discerning customer, not a cheapskate or idiot.
Heather Coleman

A sequence of traffic lights at the Catholic Church where a fourth
light - the advanced green - is being trialled (see page 4).

